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 The trees continued to snap and creak and soon rain began to pour on 
us. There were no more hikers to encourage us as we trudged further in 
mud.
 The trees slowly gave away to tall, swaying underbrush: a sign that we 
were only a few more minutes away from the lake. Mud turned to deep 
puddles.
 We reached the outer ring of scrawny pines that hid the final reveal 
of our destination. We quickly passed through them, dodging any wild 
branches trying to scratch our faces.
 I stood on the beach remains of Avalanche Lake. On a normal day, a 
stretch of rocky beach would splay out for hikers to wander and rest on. 
At the mouth of the lake, a conglomerate of dead trees gathered. But now 
the lake was swollen with melting snow, swallowing everything up. The 
normal crystal-blue water was now an oval of grey-green water churning 
in its place. Murky water lapped at my shoes several feet closer than where 
it should’ve been. The dead trees were only a couple floating logs, the rest 
submerged beneath. On the other side, a curved wall of rock loomed above 
me with waterfalls pouring down its face. Massive snow drifts still clung 
to the sides, juxtaposing the green trees and grass just beneath it. Rain 
clouds, blindingly bright from holding back the sun, curled along the edges 
and threatened more rain. Gusts of strong winds seem to burst out from 
everywhere and nowhere at once.
 I sat down on a tree root, amazed at what I saw. It was as if we had 
come to the source of all my weather-related troubles that day. I unpacked 
sandwiches and passed them around, unable to look away from the scene. 
Wind whipped around us as if it no longer had a direction to follow. The 
rain stopped and the sun shone down, briefly warming our faces. Despite 
my frayed nerves, I couldn’t help but smile back up into the sky. “Pretty 
cool, right?” My dad pulled out his camera. I nodded and smiled as he took 
pictures of the lakes, the waterfalls, and me eating.
 The wind continued to blow the whole way back until we were down in 
the valley once more. And though I never got over my odd fear, I’ll never 
forget the odd sense of peace I had in that moment sitting with the air lift-
ing my hair, rustling waves and shredding clouds.
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